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• Is it sufficient for energy policy actions to deliver on 

energy and environmental goals?

• Need to gain wider public, political and policy support?

• A new way of thinking…..multiple benefits? 

• Not that new? ‘Double dividend’ argument (green 

taxation, CCL)

• Not just recognising policy trade offs anymore…. 

A wider policy perspective?



Consider current policy language



Not just about the potential for benefits



Energy efficiency may be a relatively ‘easy sell’

• September 16 - Scottish Government inclusion of 

investment in energy efficiency in post-Brexit economic 

stimulus package 

• Initial policy focus? – impacts on fuel poverty, public 

budgets……output and job creation triggered by building 

activity to make homes and public buildings more energy 

efficient…. but how much additional sustained activity?





Energy efficiency has lasting stimulatory effects

• Further, and lasting, economic stimulus generated by what happens once 

increased efficiency takes effect

– Increased disposable household income

– Savings from lower energy bills redirected to spending on other things

– Depending on how economy responds, some winners and losers

– But potential for net lasting gains at economy-wide/macroeconomic level

• Even clearer story in efficiency improves in industrial energy use, 

particularly in energy and/or export intensive, or key upstream 

supply chain…..though still winners and losers



Multiple Benefits of Energy Efficiency (IEA, 2014)





Experiment for the UK





Anticipated impacts of increased energy efficiency on the 

production side of the economy

• As with increased efficiency in household energy use, lowers 

marginal cost of energy services 

• Decreased cost of production: may reduce output price, boosting 

economic productivity and competitiveness

• Both in sector where efficiency improves and downstream

• Process of productivity-led or cost-push economic expansion

• But net impacts on economy depend on extent of gains relative to 

losses where energy efficiency negatively impacts energy supply 





Key lesson learned?

• Need to consider different cases carefully – what type of efficiency 

improvement, what area of the economy, costs involved to realise efficiency 

improvement, who may gain and who may lose, over what time frame

• Where the economy expands, need to consider associated ‘rebound’ effects 

in energy use and impact on energy/carbon goals

• But basic idea of the multiple benefits framework holds

• Energy efficiency can do more than deliver energy savings and reduced 

carbon emissions

• But who recognises and values which benefits….relative to costs that 

different public and private actors may have to incur to deliver them

• The need, and opportunity, to consider and develop a (convincing and 

realistic) narrative 


